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RöNt III: The Next Generation
25 years after the original RöNt
debuted, Brinkmann Audio is proud to
introduce RöNt III, the third generation
of their legendary Tubed Power Supply
for use with ALL Brinkmann turntables.

Utilising Brinkmann’s new and proprietary
BZ34 “Rectifier Tube Simulator” to combine
higher performance with lifetime reliability,
RöNt III incorporates additional circuit
upgrades including a redesigned high-
voltage path as well as improved
transformers, all of which offer a more
detailed, dynamic and musical presentation.

Given the scarcity of high quality, reliable
GZ34/5AR4 Rectifier Tubes, Helmut has
developed an entirely new technology—
dubbed “BZ34” in honour of the GZ34/5AR4
tube used in RöNt II—which maximises both
sound quality and longevity. The BZ34 will
eventually be available to RöNt II owners,
adhering to Brinkmann’s anti-obsolescence
philosophy.
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Anniversary Book Now Available
Previously available exclusively to the 33
customers who purchase Brinkmann’s “33-1/3
Anniversary” Balance, the Brinkmann
Anniversary “Coffee Table Book” will now be
offered to Dealers and Distributors.

Richly illustrated, including rare historical
photos, the Anniversary Book is intended for
use as a marketing tool and will not be offered
to end users. Please contact Symmetry for
pricing and availability.

More Press Praise for Taurus
As we await the upcoming review in the February
issue of The Absolute Sound, we’re proud to share
this glowing review from the German magazine
HiFi and Records.

https://www.brinkmann-audio.de/inhalt/de/test/
taurus_hifirecords_4_2020.pdf

Nyquist Mk II Reviews
Brinkmann’s State-of-the-Art Nyquist Mk II
continues to generate positive press worldwide,
including TWO new reviews from Poland (Sound
Rebels) and Korea (Audio Magazine).

Further information
To find out more, please contact Symmetry using the details at the
bottom of the page.

Look out for more Groove Moves news releases in the future.
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